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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new perspective of congestion is presented to promote the development of traffic video analysis. Our main contributions are threefold: a) An unified and quantifiable definition of congestion is proposed to describe the traffic state in video. b) Based on the definition, a congestion dataset which contains multiple traffic scenes is constructed as a platform for the research community. At the same time, a precise labeling method is introduced to get the ground truth of congestion level accurately. c) An algorithm based on Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) and pairwise regression is proposed to analyze traffic videos and serves as a baseline. We further compare the proposed method with two deep learning methods. Intensive experiments justify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traffic congestion analysis has attracted increasing attention because of the congested traffic status [1]. As the development of society, traffic congestion has become a common phenomenon around the world. Many accidents occur and time is wasted on the road under this circumstance. If we can get an understanding of traffic congestion level automatically, it will be easier to manage the traffic. Since the camera is mounted almost every corner of the cities, it is possible to achieve it by analyzing the videos in these cameras.

However, given some video data, how to analyze congestion level is a challenging task. The illumination variations, the stopped vehicles, the changes of heights and angles of cameras, and the different road conditions make the congestion traffic hard to analyze.

Many algorithms have been proposed to remedy the congestion detection problem but most of these works can only solve the congestion detection in a specific scene. Besides, many algorithms rely on background subtraction which is insensitive to stopped vehicles and the vehicles far from camera. Moreover, the literatures seldom consider the perspective transformation which can seriously affect the stability of congestion level. All these problems limit the usage of congestion detection in real applications.

The fundamental reason of these problems is the definition. How to define congestion in a unified, quantifiable way is the key to solve congestion detection. In this paper, we first propose an appropriate definition of congestion. Then, a dataset containing different scenes is constructed to serve as the platform for the research community. Based on the proposed definition, we precisely label the congestion level of the frames in the dataset. At last, we propose a congestion level detection algorithm with respect to the proposed definition and dataset.

2. RELATED WORK

We briefly review some congestion detection methods in this section. Existing algorithms can be divided into two classes. One is based on the detection or segmentation of moving objects (mainly vehicles). Another is based on the feature extraction of frames or videos.

The motivation of the first class is simple and straightforward: more vehicles indicate more congested traffic. For example, [2, 3] propose two algorithms which classify congested traffic videos based on the segmentation of moving vehicles on lanes. Both of them utilize the pixel number of vehicles and the speed of pixels as features. The calculation of pixel number relies on foreground detection [4, 5, 6] or other techniques to detect or segment moving objects. The speed of vehicle is calculated by tracking methods, such as optical flow.
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Firstly, many vehicles can not be detected when they stop or move slowly, and the vehicles far from the camera are small and hard to detect. These problems affect the detection of vehicles and then result in poor performance. Secondly, velocity of vehicle will be affected by perspective transformation, but these methods seldom consider that.

Another class of methods are based on congestion related features extraction and classification. Motivated by visual dynamics, [10] proposes a system including Spatiotemporal Orientation Analysis as features. To encode the motion information, [11] proposes a motion vector statistical feature to detect traffic congestion. Symbolic representation is another feature proposed in [12] which combines appearance and motion clues together. These methods don’t rely on object detection as preprocessing, but the classification results depend on the accurate labeling since most algorithms divide congestion videos into 2-5 levels which is inaccurate for real applications.

3. THE PROPOSED DEFINITION AND DATASET

To remedy the problems mentioned above, we first define what is congestion and how to calculate it. Then, we construct a dataset for the task.

3.1. Definition

Generally, congested traffic condition can be measured by two aspects: spatial congestion and temporal congestion. The spatial congestion (i.e. occupancy) is the area between vehicles and road at a particular time. The temporal congestion (i.e. density) is often detected by loop detector [13]. It is calculated by the percent of time a point on the road is occupied by vehicles. The occupancy can only represent the congestion level at a point of time. The density can only represent the congestion level at a point of space. Both of them are one-sided. In this paper, we define congestion in the domain of time-space. As shown in Figure 1, the occupancy, density and the proposed congestion can be seen as the ratio of vehicles in the area with shadow.

Formally, given an video clip, we define

\[ f(x, y, t) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{occupied} \\ 0, & \text{not occupied} \end{cases} \]  

where \( x, y \) refer to the position in one frame, and \( t \) is the time of that frame in video. The \( f(w, h, t) \) can indicates that whether a point at the frame is occupied by a vehicle.

Then, the congestion can be formally expressed as:

\[ \text{congestion} = \sum_{x, y, t} f(x, y, t) \]

where \( \text{congestion} \in (0, 1) \) indicates congestion level.

4. OUR METHODS

With the definition and dataset, we propose a system to detect congestion level. We first consider the perspective transformation which is essential when multiple scenes are considered. Based on this, texture is utilized as low level features since it is more stable across different scenes through the experiment. At last, pairwise linear regression is included for the final congestion detection. The pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3.

4.1. Inverse Perspective Mapping

How to detect congestion level in videos which have different angles and lane numbers is the main problem. To remedy this,
an Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) method [14] is utilized to remedy the effect of perspective transformation. Note that the region of interest (i.e. road) is predefined in the study. Typical results can be seen in Figure 4.

4.2. Texture Feature Extraction

Based on the IPM, we split the transformed image into several sub-regions. Then, we extract texture features in all regions. At last, all these features in sub-regions are concatenated as the final representation.

Most previous work utilized key point or the segmentation of moving objects as low-level features. However, these features will be highly affected by the change of camera angles and lane numbers. The texture on roads is more stable across different scenes through the experiment, thus we utilize texture as low-level features.

As shown in Figure 4, the top and bottom of the transformed images have different textures. That is the motivation of why we split the transformed image into sub-regions. Then, the texture feature is extracted in each sub-region. At last, these features are concatenated to form the final representation. Note that, the LBP [15] is utilized to extract texture feature.

4.3. Pairwise Regression

After feature extraction, the congestion level can be calculated by regression. Since the congestion level won’t change much between adjacent frames, a pairwise regression is proposed to model that relationship.

Given a feature vector extracted in an image, the congestion level can be calculated by linear regression which is formulated as: \( \hat{y} = wx \), where \( \hat{y} \) is a real value which indicates the congestion level, \( x \) refers to final representation, and \( w \) is the parameter.

Given \( n \) pairs of feature representations of two adjacent frames \( X = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, ..., x_{2n}\} \) and the corresponding labels (i.e. congestion level) \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, y_3, ..., y_{2n}\} \), the parameters can be learned by minimizing the loss function below:

\[
loss = \|Xw - Y\|^2 + \lambda \|X_1w - X_2w\|^2 \\
= \|Xw - Y\|^2 + \lambda \|w\|^2
\]  

where \( X_1 = \{x_1, x_2, x_3, ..., x_n\} \) and \( X_2 = \{x_{n+1}, x_{n+2}, x_{n+3}, ..., x_{2n}\} \). Note that, \( x_i \) and \( x_{i+1} \) are representations of two adjacent frames. This is a ridge regression problem which can be solved by analyzing the ridge trace [16].

5. EXPERIMENTS

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, extensive experiments are conducted. Since there exists no dataset for multiple scenes congestion detection, the experiments are performed only on the proposed dataset. The effect of IPM is evaluated at first. Then, the effectiveness of texture feature is confirmed. At last, the proposed method is compared with two deep learning methods.

5.1. Experimental Settings and Evaluation Protocol

The whole dataset has 6 different scenes. We extract 5000 frames for training and 1500 images for testing in each scene. In experiments, we split the transformed images into 32 sub-regions when we extract texture features. After that, the LBP feature [17] is extracted in each sub-region. The \( \lambda \) is set as 10 through the analysis of ridge trace.

Most previous works solve it as a classification problem [18] and the performance is evaluated by accuracy. Since our labeling is more precise (a real value instead of a class label), we solve it as a regression problem. Thus, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is included as the evaluation protocol which can be calculated as:

\[
mse = \frac{1}{2n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\hat{Y}_i - Y_i)^2
\]  

5.2. The Effect of IPM

Since different scenes contain different camera angles and lane numbers, how to eliminate the variations among different scenes is the key problem of the traffic congestion detection. The IPM is employed to remedy this problem.

To confirm the effectiveness of IPM, we compare the proposed method to the algorithm without IPM. As the results shown in Figure 5, the error bar with IPM is lower than the error bar without IPM which means the performance of the
method with IPM is superior to the other algorithm. Since we utilized MSE as evaluation protocol, the lower MSE indicates better performance.

After IPM, the difference among scenes has been reduced which eliminates the variation between different scenes. Furthermore, the effect of background has been reduced as well which makes IPM effective.

5.3. The Effectiveness of Texture Features

After IPM, the transformed image is split into sub-regions and then the texture feature is extracted. The congested traffics in different scenes have similar texture. Thus, the texture is included as low-level features since it is more stable among different scenes.

We compare the texture feature to the key point number and the color features. The key points in images are first detected by Harris Corner detector [19]. Then, the number of key points is treated as the feature representation. Besides, the histogram of color is used as color features.

The experimental result is shown in Figure 5. The performance of texture feature is superior to the key point number and the color features, no matter with or without IPM. The key point is hard to detect in low-light condition. Thus, the point number will be affected by the light condition. Although the color of vehicles is different to the color of road, the color of vehicles is arbitrary. Thus, it is hard to distinguish different congestion level via color features.

5.4. Comparison with Deep Learning

Deep learning has show its potential in many tasks including image classification, object detection, etc. We compare the proposed method with two end-to-end deep learning methods. The first deep network is a minor variation of AlexNet [20]. The second network is proposed in [21], namely CNN-LSTM.

The LSTM is included in this network to encode temporal information. Note that we change the last classification layer to regression layer in both networks.

The experimental result is shown in Table 1. We can see that the performances of deep learning methods without careful design are worse than conventional method. Furthermore, the CNN-LSTM with temporal information encoded is worse than the simple CNN. The reason is that the label of congestion detection is too weak. Under this circumstance, the label is hard to guide the networks to learn reasonable information, and a more complex network makes the learning more difficult. That is why the performance of the CNN-LSTM is worse than the simple CNN.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Most algorithms treat congested video analysis as a classification problem and only one scene is considered in literature. However, a real application should be a regression problem since the congestion is continuously changed. Furthermore, multiple scenes should be considered since it is hard to train multiple regression models for different cameras. To remedy the multiple congested video analysis as a regression problem, a quantifiable and unified definition of congestion is first introduced. Based on the definition, a multiple scenes traffic congestion dataset is constructed to serve as a platform for the community. Then, an IPM based algorithm is proposed as a baseline to congestion analysis.

Since the deep learning method do not work well, a stronger label including the position of vehicles and a carefully designed deep network shall be exploited in the future.
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